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“ Our Waste To Energy 

Workshops have really 

taken off this year and it is 

great to share our in-depth 

knowledge of the           

regulations surrounding 

utilizing waste wood as a 

fuel with our Installer     

network, which is           

expanding each month!” 

- Matthew Hunt,                     

Managing Director, BGI Ltd. 
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Eurobiomass WID Compliant Biomass Boilers 

There has been much confusion within the industry surrounding 
claiming RHI on grade C ‘waste’ wood and we are keen to clarify 
Ofgem’s stance on this matter. 

Having contacted them directly, we can impart the following           
information: 

“A WID compliant boiler would be able to claim RHI using grade C 
wood provided they met the eligibility criteria outlined in the           
regulations.  

With regards to heavy metal / halogenated content, the RHI           
regulations are silent, and the only concern are particulates and NOX 
under regulation 5A for applicants after September 2013.  

In addition, the proportion of biomass to fossil fuel energy in the fuel 
has to be at least a 90:10 ratio.” 

 

Our Eurobiomass range of boilers are fully WID Compliant and meet 
all regulations for utilizing class C ‘waste’ wood as a fuel.  Ranging in 
size from 500 kW up to 15 MW, they cover a huge spectrum and are 
proving very popular in the UK market. 

To find out more, please contact us directly on 01494 757055. 
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Waste To Energy Legislation Workshops 

Our 11th July Workshop is now fully booked however if you 

would like to go on a reserve list, please contact us ASAP 

Next available date: 5th September 2017 

Cost: £99 for the 1
st
 delegate or (£148.50 for 2 delegates)  

Includes all refreshments / lunch / full cost reimbursed upon your first boiler order with BGI.               

There have been many changes within the industry with regards 

to burning waste as a fuel.   

BGI has spent considerable time and resources researching a 

robust process for waste to fuel and now follow a simple and  

effective process to allow you to make an informed and         

technically correct decision, potentially saving time and money 

on a costly investment. 

During one of our monthly Waste To Energy Legislation Workshops, as well as in-depth learning 

about our full range of boilers which now spans from135 kW up to15 MW, delegates also learn about 

locally sourced alternative biomass fuels that can operate outside of the RHI. We also cover, in detail, 

the regulations surrounding burning WID and non WID waste wood and its future as a fuel.  

Here is some feedback from recent delegates at our workshops: 

“The training day is a must for understanding the technologies and leg-

islation involved in using waste wood (and other forms of waste) in a 

biomass/WID compliant boiler.” - Ashwell Biomass  

“The information we received from Matthew Hunt on current and future 

regulations around the RHI and the EA was extremely interesting and 

valuable. The event highlighted opportunities that still exist in the     

                  Biomass market.” - NerG Ltd  

“A very informative, eye opening and well delivered day. For anyone who wants to enhance their knowledge of 

this side of the industry then this day is a must. All round spot on! 10/10” - Oxon Energy 

As the UK Biomass Industry continues to suffer from RHI           

uncertainty, waste and alternative fuels will always continue to 

make sound financial sense and allow your company to thrive    

regardless of government subsidies. Our boiler ranges are future 

proof for fuel re-classification and emissions control and our out-

bound marketing campaigns are generating daily inbound enquiries 

for our growing network of Biomass Installers.  Call us on 01494 

757055 to book your place.     

Delegates at the June Workshop 

Viewing the Biomass Crop Plantation at BGI 

Stocks of Waste wood  
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space heating and hot water.  

Our Kostrzewa biomass boiler is linked into 

the same heating circuits to provide auxiliary 

heat   during the winter months. By           

integrating a biomass boiler into the existing 

system, no extra buffer vessels, distribution 

pumps etc were required due to them       

already being on site for the CHP system.  

Coupled with the extremely cost effective 

Kostrzewa boiler, this means a payback of 

approximately 3 years is possible….what a 

result! 

All CHP enquiries should call Tomkinson 

Heating directly on 01625 422173.   

All Biomass enquiries to BGI on 01494 

757055. 

Biomass & CHP Working in Harmony 
Our partner Tomkinson Heating have recently installed a CHP system        

producing 220 kW thermal, 90 kW electric from wood chip. The system also provides heat to two 

workshops for space heating and hot water and also an underground network to two cottages for 
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